Release Notes I-Series(+) Software

Introduction
The I-Series(+) Software is a software solution for setting up and configuring I-Series devices. The release notes contain information for I-Series(+) Welcome Guide, I-Series(+) Control Center and I-Series(+) User’s Manuals.

System Requirements
- Windows 7, 8.1 or 10
- .NET Framework 4 Full
- I-Series(+) hardware

Customer support: For more information or support, please visit www.TobiiDynavox.com.

Release Version 1.4.13
Release date: 2019–01–04

Improvements
- Factory reset from Control Center not possible after Windows update 1803 (TSAR-851)

Release Version 1.4.12
Release date: 2017–11–17

Improvements
- Include word prediction files in diagnostics package created from Control Center (TITI-737)
- Added Snap to the I-Series licensing and Control Center (TITI-738)
- Don’t show Welcome Guide section in Control Center’s Setup & Updates tab if Welcome Guide is not installed (TITI-754)

Release Version 1.4.11
Release date: 2017–05–18

Improvements
- More robust jack detect functionality (TITI-705)
- Support for Windows 10 Creators Update (TITI-711)
- Automatically enabling Windows Store when changing product key from locked to unlocked, and vice versa (TITI-719)
- Automatically enabling Skype video when changing product key from locked to unlocked, and vice versa (TITI-720)

Release Version 1.4.10
Release date: 2017–01–16

Copyright © Tobii AB (publ). Not all products and services offered in each local market. Specifications are subject to change without prior notice. All trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
Improvements

- Fixed a bug where the on-screen keyboard would not open in Control Center or Welcome Guide after Windows 10 Anniversary Update (TITI-697)

Release Version 1.4.9
Release date: 2016-12-07

Improvements

- Fixed a bug where headphones would not be set as the default audio device after the latest Windows 10 updates (TITI-679)
- Fixed a bug where the Factory Reset script failed after the latest Windows 10 updates (TITI-681)

Release Version 1.4.8
Release date: 2016-11-03

Improvements

- Corrected punctuation for French, Japanese and Chinese (TITI-280)
- Updated User’s Manual for I-Series+ (TITI-612)
- Control Center functionality to save system information includes more details about installed software (TITI-634)
- Fixed a possible null reference exception when I-Series System Service handles the session change event (TITI-672)

Release Version 1.4.7
Release date: 2016-05-12

Improvements

- Fixed a bug where the volume commands would not work if several Windows sessions were active on the device (TAM-2172)
- The I-Series System Service will prevent devices from unintentionally avoiding updates by clearing incorrect Windows Update settings once (TITI-381)
- Control Center command line support to toggle switch commands on/off (TITI-324)
- Diagnostic tests upgraded to include IS4 eye tracker platform support (TITI-501)
- Improved support for upgrading the I-Series device to Windows 10 (TITI-555)
- Disabling Message Signaled Interrupt mode for AHCI storage controller via the registry (TITI-584)

Release Version 1.4.6
Release date: 2016-02-23

New Features

- Support for Windows 10 (TITI-454, TITI-479)
Improvements

- Improvements to backup (TITI-449, TITI-480, TITI-499)
- Update Notifier button in Welcome Guide is always enabled to avoid situations where Update Notifier could otherwise be stuck behind the main window (TITI-482)

**Release Version 1.4.5**

**Release date:** 2015–11–05

Improvements

- Welcome Guide will now reboot after the first run to make sure device is set up and ready for use properly (TITI-292)
- Fixed a bug where Sleep-on-gaze was set to disabled after disabling and enabling eye tracking (TITI-406)

**Release Version 1.4.4**

**Release date:** 2015–07–10

New Features

- Separating I-Series and I-Series+ User’s Manuals into two different installers (TAM-2095)

Improvements

- Fixed a bug where devices without any of Communicator or Compass installed would get an empty radio button in Control Center’s set button and switch action page (TITI-363)
- Added new Tobii Dynavox data folders to I-Series backup (TAM-2109)
- Opening Control Center as maximized to fit screen when Windows setting Size of all items is at 125% (TAM-2110)

**Release Version 1.4.3**

**Release date:** 2015–07–10 for I-Series with MR6.5

**Release date:** 2015–06–08 for I-Series+

New Features

- Support for I-Series+ hardware (TITI-16)
- Renaming of "Tobii" for "Tobii Dynavox" or "I-Series" (TAM-2074)

Improvements

- Added visual feedback for volume up and down using the hardware buttons for Windows 8 (TITI-65, TAM-1661)
- Fixed a bug where the side access buttons would stop working if many simultaneous clicks where made (TITI-119, TAM-2011)
- Fixed a bug where I-Series devices would show an incorrect state of the automatic update settings after the deployment finished (TITI-129)
- Eye Tracker restart message translations added (TITI-223)
- Fixed a bug where the Welcome Guide would show incorrect information when trying to close the guide (TITI-330)
- Disabling option for Wake-on-Gaze in Control Center if no Eye Tracker is present (TAM-1017)
Release Version 1.4.2
Release date: 2015-03-24

Improvements
- Fixed failing hardware tests for buttons and switches. (TAM-141, TAM-2078)

Release Version 1.4.1
Release date: 2015-02-03

Improvements
- Fixed an issue where rapid clicking on quick access buttons and/or switches made buttons and switches stop responding. (TAM-1442)
- Fixed an issue where IR diagnostic tool showed an incorrect error code (-1) in some cases. (TAM-1862)
- Fixed an issue where IR sometimes didn’t work directly after deploy. (TAM-1863)

Release Version 1.4.0
Release date: 2014-10-07

New Features
- General graphical modifications. (TAM-1668, TAM-1691)
- New support tools for resetting touch screen, webcam and microphone. (TAM-1701)
- After finishing Welcome Guide, Communicator and/or Compass are maximized and restored again if previously running. (TAM-1782)
- Word “Communicator” in texts changed to “Communicator/Compass” in Control Center. Custom command button/switch label in Control Center shows Communicator and/or Compass depending on deploy. (TAM-1782)
- Compass user files are backed up by Control Center backup function. (TAM-1788)
- License handling updated to support Compass and PDAC options. (TAM-1798)
- PDAC and Compass specific modifications and adaptions in SW. (TAM-1842)

Improvements
- Fixed issue where touch screen got disabled after wake-up from hibernate state. (TAM-1125)
- Fixed an issue where some automatic updates appeared disabled in Control Center. (TAM-1733)
- Norwegian text in Control Center corrected. Incorrect text: "Når enheten er i mMontert modus" changed to "Når enheten er i montert modus". (TAM-1717)
- Fixed issue where automatic updates where disabled when a new version of Control Center or Welcome Guide was installed and run for the first time. (TAM-1733)
- When wake-on-gaze was disabled, sleep-on-gaze was still enabled. Solution enables/disables sleep and wake as one function. (TAM-1736)
- IR does not work after deploy. (TAM-1863)

Release Version 1.2.0
Release date: 2014-01-13

Support for Your Tobii Dynavox Device
Get Help Online
See the product-specific Support page for your Tobii Dynavox device. It contains up-to-date information about issues and tips & tricks related to the product. Find our Support pages online at: www.TobiiDynavox.com/support-training

Contact Your Sales Representative or Reseller
For questions or problems with your product, contact your Tobii Dynavox sales representative or authorized reseller for assistance. They are most familiar with your personal setup and can best help you with tips and product training. For contact details, visit www.TobiiDynavox.com/contact
New Features

- Possibility to disable/enable the eye tracker manually. (TAM-1539)
- Sound feedback when pressing the volume buttons. (TAM-1384)

Improvements

- Fixed an issue where some license keys could not be verified (TAM-1679)
- Fixed an issue that prevented switches and buttons to be used when an application with UI Access or Administrative privileges was run. (TAM-1674)
- Fixed and issue that could hide the taskbar with no possibility to bring it back. (TAM-1658)
- Fixed an issue that could allow the device to go to sleep mode while being used. (TAM-1657)
- Adjustments to the Chinese translation. (TAM-1656)

Release Version 1.1.0

Release date: 2013-09-30

New Features

- Updated User’s Manual (TAM-1618)

Improvements

- Fixed hang after coming back from Hibernation. (TAM-1470, TAM-1541)
- Fixed an issue where Tobii Communicator was showing up in front of the Welcome Guide. (TAM-1482)
- Fixed an issue where the setting for Switch 2 was sometimes inherited from Switch 1, if not previously set. (TAM-1543)
- Fixed an issue where user-created directories in the Backup directory on the Q: drive would confuse the backup system into removing two of the old backups instead of just the one it’s supposed to. (TAM-1537)
- Update Notifier is checking for updates each startup, bug fix added in both Control Center and Welcome Guide. (TAM-1651)
- Added missing translation for Chinese version of Control Center. (TAM-1654)